WIRELESS VIDEO SURVEILLANCE HELPS THE LAPD REDUCE CRIME IN JORDAN DOWNS BY 40%
LAPD TURNS TO TECHNOLOGY TO AUGMENT ITS POLICE FORCE

Fresh on the heels of a dramatic decrease in crime as a result of installing video technology in Los Angeles’ 40-acre MacArthur Park, the LAPD hoped to duplicate that success in Jordan Downs and take the technology a step further. The department’s goal was to create a network around Jordan Downs that would wirelessly deliver real-time video to police from critical locations throughout the area. Mesh technology provides the backbone that delivers high speed data, enabling a new level of situational awareness that allows law enforcement personnel to arrive on the scene fully informed and ready to respond.

“Technology is an important way a small police department with a big job, like LAPD, has any chance of providing public safety,” says Deputy Chief Charlie Beck. “Motorola’s mesh network was the technology we wanted to use and they stepped up to the plate in a big way.”

Motorola proposed MOTOMESH multi-radio wireless broadband network. An easy to deploy, scalable and cost-effective solution, MOTOMESH provides WiFi access for the public and gives first responders access to mission critical communications through separate, dedicated and secure access. The network encompasses 10 wireless video surveillance cameras located throughout Jordan Downs that allow officers using laptop computers or handheld devices to pan across surveillance locations and zoom in and out on suspected criminal activity.

A complete end-to-end solution, MOTOMESH leverages Motorola’s patented mesh networking technology to provide visibility in key areas, extending analysis capabilities by recording events for evidentiary and scenario planning use. MOTOMESH boxes hang on light poles or are affixed to buildings and the network integrates with Motorola Canopy wireless broadband to provide rapid and reliable connections between the distributed access points.

“We expected some type of vandalism (to the cameras and equipment),” says LAPD Chief Detective Damien LeVesque. “After five months of operating surveillance cameras in the neighborhood, we’ve had none. We found that by informing citizens of the neighborhood that their actions will be recorded, we’ve actually modified behavior.”

“Mobile applications of camera technology are the future of policing.”
– Deputy Chief Charlie Beck
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THE MESH SOLUTION SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATED MOTOROLA NETWORKS, EQUIPMENT AND APPLICATIONS TOGETHER WITH THE EXISTING NETWORKS OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER.

ENABLING A SAFER, MORE EFFECTIVE POLICE FORCE
In a law enforcement environment, decisions must be made in a split second. Whether it’s using cameras on street corners or in a car, or using videotape to transfer information to headquarters with real-time video, officers have the power of information. Enabling officers to arrive on the scene with information allows them to respond more effectively to the situation and provides a force multiplier without adding additional feet on the street. Video distributed via high speed wireless broadband access delivers not only information, it also provides other benefits including the following:

• IMPROVES THE SAFETY OF OFFICERS
  Responding to a call armed with critical information provides an additional safety net. With real-time video, officers know what they will be facing once they arrive on the scene.

• AUGMENTS EXISTING STAFF
  Video enhances the power of the police force without adding headcount. “You can cover a greater area with fewer officers and be just as effective,” says LAPD Sergeant Dan Gomez. “Manpower is a big issue for us right now and having video surveillance helps augment that.”

• DETERS CRIME
  Even with no headcount increase in officer staffing, the technology has had a significant impact on crime in Jordan Downs. “People act differently when they’re on camera and that’s good for both the community and the police,” says Gomez. In 2006 crime in Jordan Downs decreased by 40 percent, and was down another 32% in the first 3 months of 2007.

• ENHANCES TRUST AND POLICE TRANSPARENCY
  Video adds trust and transparency, helping to build bridges between the community and the police department. “It increases accountability, improves public relations between the community and the law enforcement agency and most importantly, it provides credibility to the criminal court system,” says Beck.

• PROVIDES COMMUNITY ACCESS TO INFORMATION
  Motorola MOTOMESH technology supports as many as four radio networks in a single access point, providing wireless connectivity in both the 4.9 GHz licensed and 2.4 GHz unlicensed frequencies. This allows the network to support not only public safety but to also serve homes, schools and hospitals.

“It’s not just about prosecution, it’s about prevention. It’s the most effective crime deterrent we have in our arsenal. We’re excited about the technology partnership with Motorola.”

– Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, Los Angeles, California
TECHNOLOGY CHANGES QUICKLY, BUT FOR THE LAPD THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS. HAVING THE MOTOROLA MOTOMESH™ NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE WILL HELP CARRY THEM FAR INTO THE FUTURE.

LOOKING AHEAD
The LAPD’s long-term vision is to expand and connect the benefits of the MOTOMESH network to other agencies and emergency service providers. In addition, the LAPD is planning to implement applications through the network that will enable license plate recognition readers, biometrics, and facial and fingerprint recognition.

Technology changes quickly, but for the LAPD the possibilities are endless. Having the infrastructure to be able to support this technology will carry them far into the future.
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